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Prologue 

The destruction of the K T Woo in the depths of distant, and alien, space... 

 

...had hit the citizens of the Museum of Future Technology... 

 

...like a huge fist to the guts, and a hob-nailed boot up the nose - not to mention a whack 

on the buttocks with a metre-long steel rule. Most of the earplugs that either witnessed 

the explosion aboard the museum's sole-surviving star ship, or saw it later on video 

broadcast, felt physically sick. In fact some of them gagged or threw up where they 

stood... 



 

But some were made of sterner stuff. Earplugs like Cushions Smethwyke and her fellow 

curators of the museum. Cushions didn't hesitate to act... 

 

"Get me Magnuss Earplug!" She'd cried - or words to that effect. 

Magnuss Earplug was (as everybody knew) the museum's greatest hero.  

 



More heroic (even) than his (almost) equally heroic brothers - Rudi, Valentine, Miles, 

and Chester... 

 

So, naturally, he didn't hesitate to respond to the call. He even brought his former 

bounty hunter girlfriend, Hair-Trigger Provost, along with him. So, together, the two 

young earplugs watched the video playback of the space ship's demise... 

 

Once they'd recovered their wits, Magnuss addressed the curators... 

 



"I think I have an answer to your prayers." He said. "But it will require that you fire 

up the pesky Tunnel Temporale"... 

 

The Tunnel Temporale had a chequered career. When it worked well it could take an 

earplug to anywhere (or any when) in time: but it was also responsible for causing time 

storms that had almost destroyed the museum. Cushions considered the ramifications of 

re-activating the tunnel - for at least a nanosecond. 

"Go for it." She barked. 

So, a while later... 

 

...Magnuss and Hair-Trigger stood at the entrance of the only means of saving the crew 

of the K T Woo. They would have to travel back in time to a moment prior to Captain 

Sinclair Brooch's catastrophic decision to interfere with the development of a primitive 

society that was protected by an advanced alien species with a bad-ass attitude towards 

interference from stupid earplugs. 



Chapter 1 

Hair-Trigger had never used the Tunnel Temporale before; so she was stunned into 

near catatonia by the sight of the bridge and crew, still alive and well, at the opposite 

end of the tunnel... 

 

"There they are." She screamed almost incoherently as she recovered her intellectual 

processes. "Quick, let's go tell 'em about their terrible mistake." 

"No!" Magnuss bellowed as he reached out to restrain his partner in adventure. "This 

isn't the right time. We have to arrive at an earlier period. No one must see us until the 

moment to strike is upon us." 

So they paused in their advance along the tunnel until Magnuss yelled: "Now!" 

A split second later the two earplugs found themselves standing in darkness... 

 



"Ooh-er," Magnuss whispered nervously, "I hadn't anticipated this. I wonder where we 

are." 

As if in answer to his half-question, motion sensors switched on the lighting for him... 

 

"This must be the main hold." Hair-Trigger said chirpily. "I'd heard they didn't have 

time to fill it because of the ship's hurried departure - when Cushions thought the K T 

Woo might fall into the hands of that tragic Mister Zinc and his band of thugs." 

Magnuss quickly warmed to the idea of living for several days in an unused ship's hold.  

"Oh look," He cried as he dragged Hair-Trigger along, "It's a window on space!" 

 

Hair-Trigger was also thrilled. But she didn't forget the curators, who must surely be 

watching them upon the Omnipresent Scanner back in the Museum of Future 

Technology. So she swapped places with Magnuss, and waved in the direction that she 

estimated the scanner would be...er...scanning them... 



 

...and hoped that it wouldn't follow them into the toilet.  

But after a couple of days whooshing through the vastness of interstellar space, with 

nothing to do, Magnuss and Hair-Trigger began to grow slightly bored... 

 

...even when the ship made some course corrections, and consequently leaned over 

slightly. And they found that the sheer vastness of the hold... 

 

...oppressed them and chilled both their feet and their souls. So they dared risk 

discovery by creeping out of their hideaway during the 'night shift'... 



 

Naturally their 'explorations' grew bolder with each passing 'day' aboard ship. But 

when they decided to visit the more active Deck Three, they were discovered... 

 

...by one of the ship's engineering robots - a G'neerbot named Douglas. 

"I know you: you're famous, you are." Douglas said without preamble. "I know for a 

fact that you were not aboard ship when we launched. Explain your presence here." 

This was just the situation that Magnuss had most feared. He decided to take a chance 

by telling Douglas the whole story. The robot was cybernetically horrified. 

"I'm cybernetically horrified." Douglas confessed. "As a result I'm losing hydraulic 

fluid as we speak. The situation must be rectified. How can I aid your mission?" 

Hair-Trigger didn't waste a second in authoring a polite response. Without restraint she 

answered: "Keep your gob shut: tell no one about us - unless we ask you to: and bring 

me a Bakewell Tart, some hot custard; and a change of underwear from the laundrette: 

my caks are getting filthy." 

For a while Magnuss and Hair-Trigger went back to the hold window - where a subtle 

alteration in the brightness of the void beyond the hull... 



 

...had them scurrying to their favourite window on Deck Four... 

 

...through which they saw... 

 

"Weird Space." Magnuss said breathlessly. "I've heard so much about it; but I never 

dreamt that I would see it with my own eyes." 

"Yeah," Hair-Trigger replied. "Me too. I think now might be the right time to go see 

the captain." 



And indeed it was, so before long Captain Sinclair Brooch was somewhat surprised to 

see two of the Museum's most popular celebrities standing before him... 

 

"We have some desperately important information for you, Sheriff Brooch." Magnuss 

began. "We've travelled from the future to bring it to you. It's about the planet that you 

are approaching... 

 

...The people living there are a polymer life form that has only recently reached a level 

of technological civilisation, which is, by our standards, simplistic and rudimentary." 

"So far - so good." Hakking Chestikov said from his seat beside Sinclair. "Yet I get the 

nastiest feeling in my bowels that worse is to come. A ‘but’ perhaps?" 

"Yeah." Hair-Trigger replied. "It sure is. But first Magnuss has to set out his stall, so to 

speak. So kindly shut your cake hole." 

"They're much like ourselves." Magnuss continued as he began handing out colour 

photographs to anyone willing to look. "They like to stroll hand in hand beneath a star-

filled sky and talk of inconsequentials."... 



 

"They enjoy descending romantic, self-illuminating staircases. They like to launch 

tactical nuclear missiles"... 

 

"They have wonderful iconic figureheads in the shape of heavily plumed religious 

leaders"... 

 

But worst of all - as far as the K T Woo is concerned - is the fact that they have strange 

flying machines of unknown origin in their atmosphere... 



 

...and even stranger ones defending them in outer space"... 

 

Magnuss then delivered the metaphorical coup de grace. He showed them video 

evidence that featured the glowing radioactive remnants of what had once been the 

pride of Worstworld... 

 

Before speaking Sinclair found it necessary to gulp several times and adjust his dress 

uniform where it had slipped into the crack between his buttocks, and creased them.  



 

"What do you want from us, Magnuss?" He asked. 

Fortunately the heroic young earplug knew exactly what he wanted. 

Well what Magnuss wanted from Sinclair Brooch was the ship's surgeon - Doctor Pin 

Tang Slop. 

Chapter 2 

 

"Hiya, Magnuss." Pin Tang said cheerfully, "What can I do for you?" 

"Well, Doctor Plop" Magnuss replied politely, "I was wondering if it was possible to 

turn a pinky-orange earplug gold." 

"Funny you should ask that question at this precise moment," Pin Tang said 

enthusiastically, "because I've been developing a liquid that is injected into an earplug 



that will alter his or her colour for a limited period. I've no idea what it could be used 

for, but I had lots of fun developing it. Would you like to see it?" 

It was a stupid question: of course Magnuss wanted to see it... 

 

"I've given it the really catchy name of PO9 2DZ." Pin Tang informed Magnuss and 

Hair-Trigger, after he'd led them to the medical facility. "And I call the infusing 

mechanism, Calvin. Would you like to try it?" 

This too was a stupid question - though not quite so stupid once Calvin had been 

inserted into Magnuss' bottom... 

 

But Magnuss got exactly what he wanted from the PO9 2DZ... 



 

"You look fantastic." Hair-Trigger gushed. "You are probably the first golden earplug 

in all of earplug history." 

"Yeah, I guess you're right." Magnuss replied as they made their way towards the 

shuttle bay... 

 

"And according to Doctor Slop I can change back to my normal colour any time I want 

to - which should be often, so he says. Apparently the less I use the PO9 2DZ, the longer 

it lasts." 

So, five minutes later, after a quick kiss from Hair-Trigger, and a slightly less quick trip 

to the lavatory, Magnuss boarded K'Plank's old flying saucer, and launched into open 

space... 



 

Soon he was plunging into the cable end planet's atmosphere via the northern polar 

region, where, he hoped, the magnetic field should hide his vessel from electronic 

detection... 

 

To further avoid detection, he slowed the flying saucer's speed to a relative crawl... 

 



But little did Magnuss know, far away, but directly upon his flight path, two survivors 

from a sunken pleasure boat, bobbed up and down upon a choppy night time ocean... 

 

"Urk," the grey cable end, known to his compatriots as Hooter, complained. "I wasn't 

happy on that huge pleasure craft, before it sunk: in this life boat I feel sick as a 

parrot." 

His yellow chum - Rik van Tinkler - didn't respond; he was too unconscious from over-

vomiting. 

This situation would continue until daybreak - when Magnuss spotted them directly 

ahead of his craft... 

 

"Oh-no," he wailed as the boat came closer very quickly... 



 

"I can't just pass these poor fellows by: I'll have to save them from a watery grave. 

Bugger!" 

At first neither Rik nor Hooter were aware of the alien saucer as it hovered above 

them... 

 

But when Magnuss put it on auto-pilot, placed a cheerful yellow sombrero upon his 

head, and stepped out of the cupola to shout encouragingly to them... 



 

...they couldn't help but notice. 

"We're saved!" Hooter cried out with glee. 

"Or we're about to be abducted by aliens." A more cautious Rik suggested. 

But having little other choice, both cable ends clambered aboard the saucer, and were 

grateful for the lift to a faraway island, where Magnuss landed, and dropped them off... 

 

But this act was to have ramifications. 

"Well, bye-ee." Magnuss called as he re-entered the cupola. "I know you don't 

understand my language, but I'd be awfully grateful if you told no one about this: I'm 

supposed to be incognito." 



Moments later the dumb-struck cable ends watched the saucer rise from the ground... 

 

"Was that pinky-orange thing a him or a her?" Hooter enquired of Rik. 

"I don't care one way or the other." The former pleasure boat passenger said with a 

tremor of loathing. "I'm telling the authorities all about this - just as soon as I can find 

a reliable form of communication." 

But he couldn't do anything right away because he was startled by the sound of an 

Angling Land Lobster Squid... 

 

...breaking wind a short distance away as it powered its way across the salt flats on a 

Land Lobster Land Speed record. 

Meanwhile Magnuss had found a monster of his own. He decided to set the saucer 

down, and attempt inter-species communication... 



 

Unfortunately the alien beast was in possession of the vilest breath imaginable; and 

when it exhaled all over Magnuss... 

 

...the young adventurer decided to abort that particular mission, and resume his 

original quest. To this end he flew his saucer right across the ocean before landing once 

more... 



 

...upon a road that appeared to be lined by a tall wooden fence. But then astonishment 

struck him like a whack around the ear with a luke-warm Tench, or possibly a Perch... 

 

...as he realized that this world was far more alien to him than he had imagined. The 

fence wasn't a fence at all: it was... 

 

...a vast, incredible, monoculture crop that stretched as far as the eye could see. 

Suddenly doubt grasped Magnuss' bowel like a vicious crab. 



"Am I the earplug for this job?" He asked himself. "Might not Rudi have done it 

better? Perhaps Valentine - or even Miles and Chester?" 

He would have felt even less certain if he'd known what was happening on the distant 

island where he'd dropped off Hooter and Rik van Tinkle... 

 

...because the aforementioned had finally stumbled upon a crofter's cottage - complete 

with a working telephone. 

"Hello." Rik called into the dark recesses of the quaint building. "I need to use your 

'phone. I have an alien sombrero that will more than compensate you for the cost of 

calling the Central Security Suite."  

Five seconds later the crofter stood proudly outside his cottage... 

 



...in Magnuss' favourite hat, as he watched an Angling Land Lobster Squid defecate on 

the sparse lawn... 

 

...and considered that life could be far worse - especially for whomever Rik was telling 

tales about on the phone to Central Security. 

Whilst the Central Security Suite took the long distance call from Rik van Tinkle... 

 

...a night security guard in a nearby industrial complex... 

 

...thought that he heard something unusual. And as a runner was dispatched from the 

Central Security Suite with an urgent message for the Chief Administrator... 



 

...Magnuss flew by the town at the minimum safe height above the ground... 

 

It wasn't desperately far for the runner to race from the Central Security Suite... 

 



...to the Administrator's office... 

 

...but when he finally arrived... 

 

...he was hot, bothered, and out of breath - as was the Administrator, who had been 

watching some rather torrid videos on his special Administrator's Rather Torrid Video 

Machine. 

"Chief Administrator, Sir." The underling gasped. "It has finally happened. We've 

received a report of an alien abduction. Sir, I believe we face possible conquest from 

outer space!" 

The Chief Administrator stood dramatically. Sensing his mood, the room lighting 

adjusted itself accordingly... 



 

The runner rolled his eyes as his boss struck a purposeful pose. 

"In that case," the response came, "we'd better go to... 

 

...Crimson Alert!" 

Immediately patrols were sent out to watch every corner of the cable end empire... 

 



...which wasn't actually that big. The null space generator that powered the entire 

civilization went to Def Con Blue... 

 

...and people rushed out into the wide boulevards to witness... 

 

...their world's first encounter with a flying saucer. 

With some many people out and about, Magnuss was uncertain where to land... 

 



But then, he realized, it wasn't his fault if some silly sod got himself squashed by 

a landing space craft; they'd have to get out of the bloody way. So he duly began his 

descent... 

 

The descent into the Plaza Major of the cable end capital city was smooth and went 

without incident. No one got squashed. And soon Magnuss stood alone upon the 

concrete there... 

 

By the time that a security squad had arrived, Magnuss had turned himself golden. He 

also activated the universal language enhancer in his breast pocket. 

"Who the heck are you?" The leader of the security squad demanded loudly. "And 

where's your badge of self-importance?" 

For a brief moment Magnuss was bemused by this secondary question. Then realisation 

dawned, and with one deft flick of the wrist, Magnuss donned... 



 

..his emergency atom-proof helmet. 

"I'm Magnuss the Magnificent Earplug." He replied. "This is my Hat of Immense 

Importance. Take me to your Golden Leader." 

Well you could have slapped the security squad leader around the jowls with a soggy 

toilet roll - and he wouldn't have noticed. 

"At once, your worshipfulness." The cable end jabbered. "Quick, I'll show you the 

way." 

 

"Out of our way, shove off, get lost - you bunch of butt-wipes." He bellowed to rubber-

neckers that looked like they might ask for an autograph. "We're on our way to see the 

Chosen One." 

Fortunately the Chosen One lived just a short distance away, down a nondescript side 

street, off an exceedingly average boulevard... 



 

"My," Magnuss said as he eyed the dark interior of what appeared to be a simple wattle 

and daub edifice, "your leader must fancy himself as a male of the people." 

"Indeed he does, your fabulousness." The security squad leader replied. "He even 

makes his toast in the morning: is willing to do the occasional 'bunny hop' on a three-

wheeled scooter to cheer up miserable pensioners; and also wipes his own bottom too - 

but not at the same time, obviously." 

"I can't wait to meet him." Magnuss said with a reassuring smile. "I just hope he 

doesn't offer to wipe mine." 

So, without further ado... 

 

...the two 'golden ones' made first contact inside the surprisingly modernistic domicile. 

"Hi." The Cable End leader said without preamble. "I'm Nigel. I'm the boss 'round 

here. And you are?" 

"Magnuss." Magnuss introduced himself, confident that any further subterfuge was 

both unwarranted and possibly counter-productive. "I'm not really golden, by the way: 



it's something that Doctor Pin Tang Slop of the K T Woo squirted up my bottom. 

Normally I'm a sort of pinky-orange. I needed to look golden so I could meet you." 

"Ah-ha." Nigel retorted. "So it was you who saved two of my subjects from certain 

death last night. Good job; well done. I owe you one for that." 

He then turned to introduce members of the ruling elite... 

 

"There you go." He continued. "The red guy is Bruce Wassup - my Prime Minister. 

The green guy is Yasser Arrowroot - my publicist. The grey dude is my Sports Minister 

- Anguilar Spotkick. And the little blue gal at the end is Sonia - Queen of the Pygmies." 

"Very pleased to meet you." Magnuss said a little self-consciously: he wasn't used to 

complete strangers scrutinising him so closely, and was slightly concerned that the 

tomato stain, that he'd accidentally slopped down the front of his robe whilst eating 

tinned spaghetti on toast that morning, was visible to their alien eyes. So desperate for 

something else to say, he added, "So what did you say this planet's called?" 

"Planet?" Sonia - Queen of the Pygmies replied. "What's a planet?" 

"The big globe-shaped thing you live on, of course." Magnuss responded as though 

Sonia was a complete idiot. 

"Oh, that." Yasser Arrowroot piped up. "We don't bother with names and stuff - not 

for really big and important things anyway." 

"We don't even have a name for the city." Bruce Wassup informed Magnuss. 

"Yeah," Anguilar Spotkick interjected. "The only really important thing that has a 

name is our 'Chosen One' - Nigel." 

Magnuss would have confessed his surprise, but before he could open his mouth to 

speak, Nigel did something that appeared to Magnuss to have been the result of either 

telekinesis or magic... 



 

He threw everyone out of the door - except for Yasser Arrowroot, whom he rendered 

unconscious. 

"There, that's better." Nigel said as he tugged his plume free, before inviting Magnuss 

to remove his huge helmet. "Now we can chat freely. First up - what do you think we 

should call our planet?" 

Magnuss found himself in a quandary that was deep and filled with molasses. He was 

being asked to name a planet - by that planet's leader: but might not the aliens (that had 

brought sentience to these people, and now protected their development) take offence, 

and eradicate him like they had the K T Woo in that (now) alternate time-line? Beads of 

sweat began to form upon his brow and between the cheeks of his bum. 

"Er..." He tried. 

Naturally Nigel wanted to know all about Magnuss and the Museum of Future 

Technology. Of course there was far too much to tell about both, so Magnuss decided to 

talk about his early days of discovery in the museum. Like when he discovered air 

sickness after flying a space buggy for the first time... 

 

And what it's like when an earplug gets sucked into the olfactory array of a 

RoboSecGua - or Robot Security Guard for short... 



 

And his amazement when he found that not all life-forms are natural - like the 

biological androids that had been designed as disposable warriors, but who preferred 

more esoteric interests - such as art, corn flakes, and falling in love... 

 

Finally he told Nigel about the first time that he flew with a rocket pack upon his back, 

and how excited he'd been, but had managed to avoid soiling his pants... 

 



...before confessing that he'd been ever so nervous about visiting the cable end world, 

and had been slightly less successful in the pants department this time around... 

 

Well this must have been what Nigel had most wanted to hear: 

"I can't tell you how pleased I am to hear that." Nigel spoke with a smile in his voice. "I 

was afraid that you might be an overbearing oaf, or a loud mouthed turd." 

Then he cancelled the cyan alert at the nul-space generator plant... 

 

...and told the cable ends who were listening at the door... 



 

...that everything was perfect and that he was about to conduct negotiations with 

Magnuss on a trade deal that would allow the K T Woo to enter the atmosphere without 

fear of destruction, where it could replenish its fuel supply. 

"That's good." Many of them were heard to say. "I couldn't hang around here much 

longer anyway: I'm dying for a pee." 

Trade negotiations were tough and protracted. Neither 'Golden Boy' was willing to 

compromise. But eventually good sense shined its light of wisdom through the kitchen 

window; and after a nice café cortado and a slice of carrot cake, Magnuss left with 

almost everything he wanted; and, as Nigel followed him to a place from which he could 

launch his flying saucer without incinerating anyone, he too felt satisfied. 

"There is much to learn," he whispered to himself, "from a people capable of surviving 

in such a dangerous place as this Museum of Future Technology." 

 

"Well," Magnuss said as they prepared their farewells, "I'm really glad I came now. 

And that carrot cake is just the best. Maybe you can give Hair-Trigger the recipe when 

the K T Woo lands. Or is it your Mum's secret recipe?" 



 

"My mother was a brainless oik." Nigel said good-naturedly. "All of we founding 

fathers had mothers - and fathers too, for that matter - with the intelligence quotient 

of  a dead tuber. We only received enlightenment twenty-three years ago, remember? 

No, it's my lovely wife, Gloria's, recipe. I'll ask her to jot it down for your 

girlfriend.  Oh, by the way: you never did name our planet: could you do that for me?"  

Magnuss tried to prevaricate. "Ugh, name your planet? What, you mean now?" 

"If you would be so kind." Nigel replied. "I'd like to announce it tonight on my late-late 

TV show." 

Magnuss racked his brains for an excuse to avoid angering the planet's protectors. But 

he couldn't find one. So he then racked his brains again - in search of inspiration. But 

all he could come up with was an episode from his favourite  television show - Next 

Stop: the Stars. He recalled one of his favourite episodes in which Captain Perp was 

forced into a cloning machine that malfunctioned and so produced a copy of himself 

that was identical in every way except the clone had huge jug ears and a large bulbous 

nose. He recalled too the name of the fictitious world upon which the cloning machine 

existed. 

"Scroton." He said confidently. And the city can be called Scroton Prime. Yeah? 

Sounds good?" 

"Perfect." Nigel whispered. "I'll tell no one that it was your idea - that way you need 

not fear terrible retribution."   

"Excellent." Magnuss replied as he clambered aboard his ex-K'plank the Space 

Wanderer's space ship. "Well I'll see you later. Byee." 

Moments later he was climbing into the alien sky - leaving Nigel and the other cable 

ends waving enthusiastically below... 



 

Then, as he placed distance between himself and the cable end city that by morning 

would be henceforth known as Scroton Prime, Magnuss called the K T Woo... 

 



"Good news, Captain." He said as he leaned forward  towards the microphone 

conspiratorially. "Start your engines: we're good to go. I'm on my way back to you as I 

speak. Prepare to rendezvous in orbit." 

Aboard the K T Woo, Sinclair Brooch was enormously relieved... 

 

"Oh Nancy," he said to his wife who sat beside him in the First Officer's chair, "I'm 

enormously relieved. Can you take the con please; I'm off to Shuttle Bay Two to 

welcome the little pink guy home. Ada, you come too: you're really good at un-latching 

cupolas." 

Two minutes later the shuttle bay had been re-pressurised, and two crew plugs - Ada 

Muffin and Byron Whipsnaid - leapt aboard the cooling saucer - to find... 

 

...it empty. 

"Argh!" Byron bellowed in consternation. And Ada screamed shrilly in horror.  



"Captain," she added, as she and Byron rushed to the edge of the saucer's hull... 

 

..."Sorry to report that Magnuss is gone. Abducted from his ship, by unknown, and 

unseen, agencies!" 

Hair-Trigger hadn't wanted to join the others as they rushed to Shuttle Bay Two. 

Instead she'd wanted to greet her hero, Magnuss, alone - with a big sloppy kiss and a 

beaming smile. But when Sinclair Brooch dragged his miserable carcass back to the 

bridge and reported the young earplug's disappearance... 

 

...she fell into a pit of despair. This pit deepened as she climbed slowly upon her 

beloved's space vessel... 



 

...and finally became bottomless as she slipped into the cupola... 

 

...in which she swore she could hear the sound of his whisper; feel his breath upon her 

cheek; and still smell his last fart. 

Meanwhile, down in Scroton Prime, Nigel the Golden Cable End was discussing the 

imminent arrival of the earplug space ship with his Chief of Staff... 

 



...who stared skyward with trepidation. 

"Won't it be fun, Sylvester?" Nigel said cheerfully. 

"Um...ah...maybe." Sylvester replied. "If you say so." 

"I do. So will you kindly make sure my new camera is ready, please." Nigel continued. 

"I plan to take an entire album-full of pictures. Now, I think, it's time I went home: 

Gloria will have my dinner ready by now." 

Five minutes later... 

 

"Hello, dear." Gloria welcomed Scroton Prime's sole celebrity home. "I've prepared 

some albondegas in a hot chilli salsa, followed by yesterday's sponge cake smothered 

with steaming hot custard. Sound good?" 

Chapter 3 

Meanwhile, far, far away - upon Earth to be exact. Or, if precision is required, in the 

mountain penitentiary of Sloshed Antlers... 

 



...the Governor felt ill at ease... 

 

Due to a funding shortfall he had been forced to release more and more prisoners long 

before their sentences were due to finish. As the few remaining Low Risk category 

prisoners watched the winter storm rage outside through the sole panoramic window in 

the prison, he recalled the first prisoners released under the scheme... 

 

They were the vile, and deeply unpopular Jaundice Family. Since then hundreds more 

had followed them out through the back door - even the majority of his End Cap 

guards. Now he was down to his last two High Risk category prisoners. After that he 

might as well shut up shop and become a pea farmer. With a sigh he spoke over the 

public address system. His voice was heard in the cell of two inveterate and habitual 

burglars, Erroneous Bosche and Hellfire McWilliams... 



 

"Wake up, you ugly bleeders." It boomed from speakers buried in the thick stone walls. 

"This is the Warden; I'm coming down to see you. I want you dressed appropriately. So 

no showing your bums through the bars." 

Naturally Erroneous and Hellfire leapt to their feet: this sounded important. 

 

"Gee-whizz, how exciting." Hellfire exclaimed as he rushed towards the door. "I'm all 

ears." 

"I hope it's not news of a deepening funding crisis, which might very well result in a 

reduction of meal sizes. That would anger me beyond my ability to control the resulting 

rage." Erroneous said calmly as he followed his cell mate. 

But when the Governor arrived, he remained on the other side of the door... 



 

"I've got some good news, and some bad news." He began. "The good news is that you 

are about to be released several years early. The bad news is... 

 

...first you must undergo rehabilitation. This is certain to be extremely... 

 

...unpleasant. Then you will be taken from the cell block... 



 

...where envious eyes will watch your passing - towards... 

 

...the back gate, where something quite awful will happen.” 

Well what that 'something quite awful' transpired to be, was expulsion from the prison 

with nothing more than an old fleece jacket and a pair of snow shoes each. 

 

"Can't say I'm overly impressed." Hellfire said curtly as the guards turned their backs 

and departed. 

Erroneous was less forgiving. He swore profusely, then complained that the snow shoe 

straps were digging into his ankles. But then he experienced a shift in his mental 

perspective... 



"But hey," he said, "who gives a monkies: we're free. Free as a flightless bird. Come on, 

Hellfire: let's get the heck out of here." 

 

So before long they'd left the protection of Sloshed Antlers' back door awning, and now 

used their inherited talent with snow shows to trudge along the road that led towards 

the mountain path... 

 

But plans went slightly awry when they discovered that there had been a recent 

landslide, and most of the path had fallen down the mountainside... 

 



But with no other course available to them, the two nimble burglars used their intense 

house-breaking skills to clamber across the divide... 

 

...and very soon they found themselves on an open plateau... 

 

"I'm ever so glad we put our prison-regulation thermal vests on this morning." Hellfire 

confessed. "These fleeces aren't exactly wind-proof." 

Erroneous felt much the same way... 

 



"Yeah, I agree. If we don't find shelter too, the cold will seriously affect our bladders, 

and we'll have to pee in the snow." 

"The snow?" Hellfire exclaimed. "That's unthinkable: It's pollution of most sordid 

kind. Virgin snow befouled by yellow urine: the thought makes me gag." 

But the situation didn't improve, and soon both earplugs were desperate for a tinkle... 

 

...and before long... 

 

...Erroneous was forced to hide from any potential spy cameras behind Hellfire whilst 

he perpetrated the heinous act of taking a tinkle. 

"Shamed." He wailed. "I'll happily strip bare a poor unfortunate earplug's home; but 

spoiling the environment like this is something that, I suspect, will keep me awake at 

night for the rest of my life." 

But, actually, he forgot about it almost immediately, because... 



 

...night fell - so no one could see the stain that he'd left behind. 

Naturally night continued for quite a lot of time... 

 

...and the snow became deeper and deeper. But as dawn slowly...er...dawned... 

 

...they both cheered up. Especially when Erroneous... 



 

...noticed something a short distance off... 

Well what Erroneous had spotted with is Eagle-eyes was... 

 

...a cosy-looking wooden house with a tall brick chimney, from which belched toxic 

wood smoke. A single large window looked out upon the world... 

 



...through which a pair of lumberjacks peered... 

 

... and whose choice in décor was a little 'odd'. One of them spotted Erroneous and 

Hellfire... 

 

"Quickly," he yelped, "turn off the lights: they might spot us and ask to come in!" 

Of course the unnamed lumberjack had been correct: Erroneous had spotted them. 

He'd also noted the sudden extinguishing of the interior light, and had read the 

inference accurately... 



 

"Forget it." He said to Hellfire. "We're not welcome here. Well sod 'em, that's what I 

say. We can get by perfectly well without their sort." 

And so they proceeded towards lower elevations... 

 

...where trees grew in profusion, and offered them shelter from the incessant mountain 

winds. 

"This is much better." Hellfire opined... 



 

But he said no more because he was so surprised that the snow thinned sufficiently to 

allow the moon to shine. But then... 

 

...he got the distinct feeling that he wanted a poop. And it was just as his suffering began 

to spoil the entire day that a fog rolled in... 



 

...which, amazingly, exposed the only mountain lavatory for miles and miles around... 

 

"Let's hope they have some soft toilet tissue." He said as he rushed inside - leaving 

Erroneous to stand guard - just in case the cubicle door lock didn't work. Then it was 

back into the icy wasteland... 

 



...and the hope that their situation would soon improve. 

Chapter 4 

It was with great relief that Erroneous and Hellfire descended to slightly more 

hospitable climes... 

 

And before long the temperature had increased to luke-warm... 

 

"Phew," an exhausted Hellfire said, "it's so much warmer here that I might have to 

remove my eider down underpants!" 

"Shut up." Erroneous responded. "There's something up ahead." 

And indeed there was... 



 

"It's a massively over-engineered go-kart park." Hellfire whispered. "I wonder what 

other wonders they have in this mysterious city in the shadow of the mountain." 

Erroneous couldn't care less. "I'm outta practise." He said. "I gotta steal something. I 

need to break into to somewhere. Know what I mean? It's what I do. I'm a burglar, for 

flip's sake!" 

So turning away from the fortified architecture of the go-kart park, they discovered... 

 

"Wow," Erroneous gushed uncharacteristically. "I think we must have died and gone 

to Earplug Heaven. Quick, let's go look-see." 

A few minutes later... 

 



...the stumbled upon a group of shady-looking characters who appeared to be preparing 

for a bout of dubious practises. 

"Burglars." Erroneous said sotto voce. "I'd recognise them anywhere - even if they had 

no clothes on - which, fortunately, they do. Let's follow them." 

So, a short while later... 

 

...the two former prisoners watched as the local neighbourhood Watch kept several eyes 

open in the more affluent Plop street.  So they followed the burglars into... 

 

...another street, where two burglars had to pretend to be banana sales-plugs when a 

police officer happened by. 

Keeping to the shadows, Erroneous and Hellfire... 

 



...studied the techniques of the local burglars. And what they saw... 

 

...didn't impress them at all. 

"What a load of rubbish." Erroneous hissed as two burglars made a direct assault upon 

someone's front door. "They need a good slapping, they do." 

Fortunately two climbing burglars... 

 

...gave them hope that not everyone in town was an incompetent oaf with the brains of a 

watermelon. But the sight of yet another patrolling police plug... 

 



...made them uneasy. Soon their knees began knocking and their teeth were chattering 

like a drunken flamenco dancer with broken castanets. They simply couldn't afford to 

be caught, tried, and sent back to prison. They had tasted freedom, and their souls 

could not stand another second of incarceration. 

"Oh bum!" Hellfire said into the darkness. 

Erroneous's fears gave wings to his thought processes: "We don't have to get caught 

actually burgling, Hellfire." He whispered. "Belay your dreadful fretfulness: I have a 

plan." 

Quickly explaining the bones of the plan to his former cell-mate, Erroneous waited 

beside Hellfire as they stood watching the house from which they had seen the burglars 

appear. No sooner had they done so, when those very same societal misfits returned... 

 

Waiting until another law enforcement patrol had passed by... 

 

...Erroneous and Hellfire sidled up to the door... 



 

...where they duplicated the coded knock that the burglars had given only minutes 

earlier. A half-second later they had disappeared from the street... 

 

Not surprisingly they found themselves inside the burglar's den - where the night's 

paltry booty was being shared out over mugs of coarse ale and out-of-date Cornish 

Pasties, served to them by a pair of disgruntled end caps. 

"Ho, ho, ho." One of them erupted. "We'll feast tonight, and make no mistake." 

Another concurred: "Aye, we'll all have two pasties tonight. And maybe we could 

stretch to a celebratory flagon of ginger beer. Or maybe a half carafe of the house 

lemonade!" 

This was more than Erroneous could stand... 

 

"Enough idle banter!" He roared. 



Everyone turned to look at him - except the end caps, of course: they couldn't give a 

hoot what he had to say: they had Cornish pasties that needed de-furring. 

"Yes, enough!" Hellfire supported his friend ably. 

"As burglars," Erroneous continued, "you'd all make excellent bus drivers. In other 

words...you're all complete..." He paused before adding a very rude word indeed. 

To say that the burglars were shocked would be like saying that the enormous poop that 

blocked the Museum of Future Technology's sewage system, and thereby saved it from 

an iron-fisted dictatorship, was...er...enormous. They were also stunned: no one had 

ever slipped past their security and called them crap before. This was new ground. 

"Oh yeah?" One of them replied belligerently. "Who sez?" 

Hellfire quickly selected a driving rock theme upon the juke box… 

 

…before following Erroneous' lead as he leapt upon a table... 

 

"Erroneous Bosche, that's who." Erroneous growled. 

"And Hellfire McWilliams." Hellfire added. "Just out of Sloshed Antlers Mountain 

Penitentiary: we've been professional burglars for our entire lives. There is no place 

safe from us. We know a lousy burglar when we see one" 

"That's right." Erroneous fired off those two syllables like bullets from a twin barrelled 

gun of some description - though he wasn't sure that such a weapon actually existed. 

"We got past your security like phantoms in the night. So when we say you're rubbish 

burglars, you'd better listen." 



"Especially," Hellfire delivered the punch line, "since we can do something about it. 

How'd you like to be the first intake of The Whatever This Town is Called Academy of 

Burgling?" 

Naturally the incompetent burglars were keen to join such an organization - though 

most of them thought that they could have authored a better name for it. But that didn't 

matter: they were all ears... 

 

"Well," Erroneous said, once he knew he'd snared his audience, "we'll brush quickly 

over the rudiments of burglary; then it'll be on to the refinements - like lock picking; 

drain pipe shinning; glass breaking; how to help yourself to the contents of an alarmed 

fridge; and, of course, using a victim's lavatory without them knowing about it, or 

leaving your DNA behind." 

"Sound's great." The previously doubtful oik who had spoken last yelled in joy. "When 

do we start?" 

"Just as soon as you've signed up to the course; made a blood oath; and promise to give 

us - that's Hellfire and me - twenty-five per cent of your booty." 

"Where do I sign?" The useless burglar said through a broad smile. "And whose 

blood?" 

As a result of this huge success, Erroneous and Hellfire soon had the burglar gang  fully 

trained and back to work. But they knew that efficiency in burgling wasn't enough: they 

had to get the local law enforcement officers 'on side' as it were. So after several 

successful burglaries that netted the couple a considerable hoard, they led the gang to... 



 

...the nearest Cop Shop, where they left one gang member to keep watch. 

The police officers were surprised when several known villains entered their 

establishment. 

 

"What's this," they said, "come to hand yourselves in, have you?"   

The remand prisoners in the cells were surprised too - particularly when the 'look out' 

entered as well. 

"Not exactly." Erroneous replied. "We've dragged ourselves all the way here so that we 

- that's you and us - can come to some sort of accommodation." 

The police officers weren't particularly well educated: the meaning of Erroneous's 

words eluded them. So Hellfire handed them their recent takings. 

"Does this explain better?" He said. 

At this the Chief of Police replied, "Who said that?", as he pocketed the booty and gave 

Hellfire a knowing wink. 

Thereafter burgling became less and less hazardous for the practitioners of the dark 

art... 



 

In fact it became fun, and even Erroneous felt tempted to keep his hand in. But he 

fought the temptation with an iron will, which was just as well, because a week later... 

 

...his contact officer with the Lawplugs brought some bad news. 

"Crime figures have gone through the roof." He told Erroneous. "As a consequence of 

this they've brought in a task force from the National Police. I'm afraid our little deal is 

off." 

This really annoyed Erroneous; so he climbed a high television tower... 



 

...with the intention of throwing himself to his death. Then, it seemed to the burglar in 

chief, that he had a wonderful vision. 

It had long been Erroneous Bosche's dream to visit somewhere that, for a burglar, was 

exciting, demanding, and rewarding. Now, standing high above the ground - only 

seconds from certain death - he realised that his greatest wish had always been within 

his grasp - well at least since the Governor of Sloshed Antlers had set him free... 

 

"The Museum of Future Technology: of course. Why didn't I think of it  before? Hah, I 

spit in the face of death: now it's the Museum of Future Technology for me!" 

The result of this epiphany was... 

 



...a farewell burgle with his gang, before a last supper, and a divvy up of their loot. 

Whilst most of the gang weren't particularly sad about the situation, there were at least 

two who considered it tantamount to fiscal and intellectual Armageddon... 

 

...and who managed to put on sickly smiles and tried very hard not to break 

trepidatious wind at the thought that shortly after breakfast the next day, Erroneous 

would arrive at the town's Transfer Conduit Station Twenty-Four... 

 

And, indeed, all too soon, that day dawned... 



 

"Well, Hellfire, I guess this is it." Erroneous said as they stood awkwardly outside the 

station. "Are you sure you won't change your mind, and come with me?" 

"Let me walk with you down the main thoroughfare." Hellfire replied. "It'll give me 

time to think about it." 

So he did... 

 

...and soon Hellfire thought better of his idea to remain in the town, and so he also 

boarded the transfer capsule. 

Meanwhile many people had moved away from the town. The high crime rate was the 

reason regularly given. Others said that they didn't like white washed walls and dull, 

boring streets. Of course some remained... 



 

But in some areas the streets resembled a ghost town... 

 

...with inhabitants remaining indoors, watching TV, using the Internet, playing board 

games, shaving their arm pits, designing dainty doilies, looking out of the bedroom 

window, and generally making certain that no one could possibly break in while they 

were out, by the simple expedient of staying in. 

Meanwhile Erroneous and Hellfire had arrived at their destination, and almost 

immediately they set to work...  



 

With no experience of skilled burglars, the designers of the Museum of Future 

Technology habitation units had included few deterrents. It was the easiest thing in the 

world for the former inmates to take a picture window clean out of the wall. Then it was 

a case of simply... 

 

...walking in. But there was something about this particular apartment that had alarm 

bells ringing inside their heads. 

"This is too easy." Erroneous whispered to Hellfire, who stood nervously at the opening 

through which they had entered. "Every nerve in my body is yelling, 'get the heck out of 

there'. I don't like it." 



Erroneous's mind was in sudden turmoil. He felt as though a spot light had picked him 

out in the shadows... 

 

But as he looked around the room he realised that he was being silly. Clearly his sub-

conscious was playing games with him. Burgling was like riding a bicycle: you never 

forget how to do it, but it takes a little practise to do it well and with confidence that you 

won't fall off and graze your knees. 

 

So as he calmed himself, he went looking for something to pilfer... 



 

...whilst Hellfire tried the basement... 

 

...where he found something that had him calling Erroneous to join him... 



 

"I recognise this." Hellfire informed his partner in crime. "It's called 'The Yeti Wot's 

Scared of Wheat Fields'. It's a relatively recent work. I like it." 

"Great." Erroneous grumbled. "Is it worth anything?" 

"Not outside the Museum of Future Technology." Hellfire replied. "But inside it, it 

could be priceless." 

Understandably, comprehension eluded Erroneous. He said as much when he uttered: 

"You what?" 

So Hellfire showed him another painting... 

 

"Flipping heck!" Erroneous exploded verbally. "Is that the original Anton Twerp 

work?" 



When Hellfire confirmed Erroneous's suspicion, his unfounded fears began to reassert 

themselves, and he felt that perhaps it might have been a good idea to burgle a differnt 

apartment. 

"I've heard rumours about Anton Twerp." He said with an uncharacteristic tremor in 

his voice, and a quiet chuffing sound emitting from somewhere in the seat of his pants. 

"He's weird - with strange  artistic powers and the mind of a super being." 

Hellfire was about to scoff, when suddenly he and Erroneous realised that they must 

have accidentally tripped some security device. Because... 

 

...the lights came on - and there, standing before them, was the angry-looking museum 

artist - Anton Twerp himself. 

"Grrrr!" He growled. "I'm gonna make you wish you'd stayed in Sloshed Antlers, you 

pair of gits." 

With that he chased them through his personal art gallery... 

 



...and as they rushed past a beautifully framed monochrome print of 'Target: Earplug', 

they thought that they might stay ahead of the rabid artist just long enough for him to 

suffer a myocardial infarction. But hoped  quickly faded... 

 

...when the very artistic powers that Erroneous had most feared, manifested themselves, 

and (with his mind) Anton sent both burglars into an alternate realm - his very own 

private bubble universe... 

 

"Urk!" They said together. 

But if Erroneous and Hellfire thought that their current situation would be the worst of 

their suffering... 

 



...they were sadly wrong, because in Anton Twerp's bubble universe, the only limitation 

of potential experiences was Anton's imagination. And he had a very vivid imagination. 

Soon strange things began to occur... 

 

"I'm slightly perturbed." A nervous Hellfire said to his friend. 

"You're perturbed." Erroneous complained. "Try to imagine how I feel: I can't see a 

damned thing through these!" 

But it got worse... 

 

"Argh!" Hellfire bellowed uncontrollably at the sight of the huge nose that now 

obscured his vision, and the addition of some bushy eyebrows that made him look like a 

dorky college professor. 

"This is not funny." Erroneous complained further as soap bubbles emerged from his 

bottom; a love heart hovered before his eyes; a bright red nose appeared upon his face; 

and he grew cranial hair in a very stupid style. "But at least the beer bottle bottom 

glasses have gone away - so I guess things could be worse." 

Then he discovered that things could get a lot worse... 



 

"Hello." The faceless High Priests of Twerpland appeared. "We wondered when 

somebody would come along: we were growing rather bored with having nobody to 

crush beneath the metaphorical wheels of our religious belief industry." 

Chapter 5 

Meanwhile, back in the Museum of Future Technology, Rudi, Valentine, Chester, and 

Miles were taking a pleasant stroll through the arboretum with their Auntie Doris, and 

her boyfriend, K'plank the Space Wanderer... 

 

Valentine and Chester had raced ahead to pick some bluebells for Auntie Doris, when 

suddenly the public announcer's voice boomed over the museum-wide sound system. 

"Calling the Earplug Brothers. Calling the Earplug Brothers. This is a panic-stricken 

announcement. Would at least two of you make your way to the Maintenance Shed with 

utmost alacrity. Something big is afoot." 



 

"Oh my God." Chester yelped. "Magnuss is off-world: what are we gonna do?" 

As the eldest, and therefore the wisest, brother, Rudi took control... 

 

"Chester, baby, you underestimate your abilities." He said calmly. "Now you and your 

twin get yourselves over to the Maintenance Shed: Val and I will escort Auntie Doris 

and K'plank out of here. They don't know the way, and neither of them has any sense of 

direction. They could get horribly lost - and possibly die. So it's down to you two."  

Trusting Rudi implicitly, and not suspecting that Rudi's earlier heroic efforts had so 

weakened him psychologically that, he believed, one more adventure would tip him over 

into a state of utter madness, Miles and Chester did as they were bid... 



 

Of course - the arboretum being located at the very centre of the museum - they first 

had to cross the vast Wide Blue Yonder... 

 

...where they discussed the many possibilities that could be construed from the cryptic 

announcement. 

"If it's the Nul-space generator that's running out of control, they really should have 

sent for Val and his famous hip flask of ginger beer." Chester opined. 

"Well," Miles countered, "using that line of logic, it can't be anything to do with the 

Nul-space generator; otherwise they would have insisted that Val bring his hip flask. 

This rather pointless conversation continued as the Wide Blue Yonder disappeared 

behind them - to be replaced with the even vaster Woven Expanse... 



 

...which neither of them enjoyed crossing because it was just so darned big!  

A long while later they could see the main building before them... 

 

...and began to relax, as they knew that now only the... 

 

...Bridge of Doom separated them from the safety of the interior. Then it was a matter 

of remembering which way to go... 



 

But a short while later they managed to stumble into the Maintenance Shed... 

 

...where Rikki and Wolfgang explained that they had discovered the source of the power 

drain from the Nul-space generator. 

"There," Chester said to Miles, "I told you it had something to do with the Nul-space 

generator. But you pooh-poohed the idea. You said..." 

"Shut up, Chester." Wolfgang roared. "We have important information to impart to 

you. You have a mission of utmost importance stretching out towards infinity before 

you. We think that a second Museum of Future Technology exists in the side of a 

mountain in the distant country from where we get all of our peas, and some beans. We 

have a theory about how it got there, but that's only a theory that doesn't require 

proving. What we do know is..." 

"It's sucking up half our power." Rikki interrupted. "The Nul-space generator can't 

stand the strain. If we don't shut down the duplicate museum soon, the generator will 

either explode, or we'll have to turn it off." 

"Neither of which are acceptable." Miles said wisely. "Leave your problem with us." He 

added bravely. "We're the Earplug Brothers: this sort of problem is bread and water to 

us - with cinnamon flavoured custard on the side." 

But as they turned away, he couldn't help grimacing at the thought of the task ahead of 

them. And Chester stood on the brink of denial... 



 

By the time they stepped out of Transit Conduit Station Seven in the far away land of 

pea growers and dusty plains, both young earplugs had recovered their decorum and 

confidence... 

 

Understanding that time was of the essence, and that walking would take too long, 

Chester and Miles went straight to a Rent-a-Balloon company... 

 

Totally lacking experience with hot air balloons, it was with trepidation that they 

approached the office door... 



 

But the welcome couldn't have been warmer from the turquoise husband and wife team 

that owned the company... 

 

"How lovely to see you." The husband (whom both earplugs recognised as a biological 

android former super soldier) said as Miles and Chester seated themselves. "Would you 

like a cup of tea and some oaty biscuits? My beautiful wife will fetch them for you if you 

like." 

Tea and biscuits were the last thing on either earplug's mind... 

 

Miles was too busy recalling the old maxim that stated that everything that goes up 

must come back down again - probably at speed and with a hearty bump. And Chester 

hated oat-based biscuits with a passion, and didn't mind telling people. 

Sensing hesitation in their clients, the biological androids did what any desperate 

balloon renter would do: they leapt upon the desk and performed a song and dance 



routine that emphasised the benefits of floating across country with only the roar of a 

gas burner for company... 

 

They then showed Miles and Chester a how-to-do-it video on balloon flying and basic 

maintenance...  

 

...before inviting them aboard the test-flight model behind the office... 



 

...where they experienced a tethered ascent to one hundred metres above the ground... 

 

"Lovely." Miles said in response. "We'll take it." 

The ascent into the sky by Miles and Chester proved uneventful... 

 



But it was late in the day, and both earplugs knew that dusk was fast approaching... 

 

...which would make navigation almost impossible. And as darkness descended... 

 

...this proved to be the case... 

 



"I can't look." Chester explained as he stood at the sole porthole. "I can't stand 

heights." 

"And I can't see the ground." Miles moaned loudly. "How do we know where we're 

going? Oh, how I wish this thing had an auto-pilot!" 

As though by magic... 

 

...the balloon's computer responded: 

"Auto-pilot engaged." It said with a soft, feminine voice. "Please state your destination, 

and if the wind is blowing in roughly the right direction, I'll take you there." 

"The foot hills of the mountain range upon which stands the mountain kingdom, 

cottage-industrial region, and monastery, of Lemon Stone." They said as one. 

"Computed." The voice replied. "Altering vector accordingly." 

Moments later the lighting changed, and the basket jerked around beneath the canopy... 

 

Then the balloon swung around so that the last rays of the dying day blazed in through 

the porthole... 



 

And they were off - on a leap into the unknown... 

 

Because Transfer Conduit Station Seven and Lemon Stone are (as the crow flies) 

relatively in the same ball park, so-to-speak, it didn't take overly long for the balloon to 

traverse the divide between them. Unfortunately the vile weather that had trapped 

Buttox, Bolah, and Zak inside the duplicate museum - and through which Spodney, 

Fledgling, Crudlove, and Fulham had been force to struggle - remained... 

 



"I can feel parts of me beginning to contract." Chester said as the twins battled through 

sub-zero temperatures. 

 

"If the Supreme Being had intended that Earplugs should live in cold regions," Miles 

replied, "he would have given us dense hairy bits that could extend over our entire 

bodies whenever we required its protection." 

And he truly believed that - especially when they reached a windy plateau... 

 

But worse was to happen... 

 



"Guess what." Miles groaned. 

Chester didn't need to guess: he knew with an utter certainty: 

"Your enlarged prostate gland is playing up?"  

"Yup." Miles said miserably. "Can you find me a tree to hide behind?" 

Chester looked around... 

 

"Nope." He replied. "But there might be a public lavatory over this next ridge." 

 



But, of course, there wasn't. But that fact was overlooked, because they discovered 

something that pleased them enormously... 

 

It was something that took their minds back to an earlier time in their great adventure 

in the Museum of Future Technology... 

 

To the time when they stood together atop the Nul-space generator. And this was 

because they recognised their current location... 



 

...as being the huge roof-top extraction grille. Inevitably this led their gaze elsewhere... 

 

...and, with Miles' problem temporarily forgotten, they broke into a joyful run... 

 



...pausing only long enough to congratulate each other on a job well done... 

 

 They had found a museum out-building above the level of the ice. They were as good as 

home and dry! 

Chapter 6 

After poking around the periphery for a while, Chester and Miles finally found a means 

of ingress... 

 

Because they were on the outer fringes of the museum, and also because the Nul-space 

generator was working at only fifty per cent efficiency, their immediate surroundings 

remained frozen, and the lighting was subdued... 



 

"I'm very disappointed." Chester informed Miles. "Those body parts that I mentioned 

earlier remain in a contracted state." 

But Miles wasn't really listening: he was more concerned with the huge icicles that hung 

high above them. If one of them were to fall... He shuddered at the thought. 

But as they made their way deeper into the vast edifice, the climatic situation 

improved... 

 

"I think I know where we are." Chester said as they traversed an apparently endless 

corridor. 

He grew more certain with each, and every, step... 



 

"In fact," he added, "I'd go so far as to say that I'd be willing to place a bet on where 

we are right now." 

Miles was less certain. "Go on then." He said sharply. "Where are we?" 

Two seconds later... 

 

"The Nul-space generator." Chester answered. "But it doesn't seem to be running 

right." 

Both earplugs gave the machine a quick scrutiny... 

 

"Where's that pleasant deep basso tone?" Miles inquired. 



Chester sighed. "It doesn't matter: we're here to switch it off. I suggest we go find 

whoever switched it on, and ask them to switch it off again." 

To this end they set off along the well-worn main thoroughfare, where they chanced 

upon Fulham Peach and Crudlove Twang... 

 

"Oh my God - oh my God - oh my God." Fulham squealed enthusiastically. "It's two of 

the Earplug Brothers!" 

"Chester and Miles to be precise." A slightly less excited Crudlove observed. 

"Hello." Miles and Chester spoke in unison. "We're here on a desperately important 

mission. Everyone is in terrible danger." 

Neither youngster questioned the twins: they knew, from experience, that if an Earplug 

Brother said that something was so - that something was absolutely so." 

"Come with us." Crudlove urged them... 

 



Chester was inordinately pleased with the situation. The plan was proceeding like a 

charm. "Where are we going?" He asked. 

"To the security suite." Fulham answered. "We've made it our headquarters. By the 

way; can I have your autograph, please? I don't care where you sign it." 

Naturally both twins obliged, and they arrived at the security suite only thirty seconds 

after their estimated time of arrival... 

 

They had expected to find the other two youngsters who had been reported missing 

from the Museum of Future Technology - those being Fledgling McCormack and 

Spodney Gridlock. They hadn't, however, anticipated the presence of the former nun, 

Buttox Barkingwell, or the two ex-monks, Bolah Googly and Zak Bravado. 

"Hi." They said. Then they explained about the problem with the original museum. 

"Hah!" Buttox snorted. "Your information is already out of date." 

 



This was not good news. "How do you know?" Chester demanded. 

"We know," Buttox answered, "because we've dragged the Omnipresent Scanner all 

the way here from the permafrost of the Curator's Suite - and plugged it in here. The 

result has made me sick with worry. Do you want to see what's happening?" 

Naturally Chester and Miles wanted to see for themselves. Chester was quickest, and so 

leapt upon the Omnipresent Scanner... 

 

...and what he saw astonished him. For there, right in front of him, swam this image... 

 

"What is it?" Miles called as he witnessed a thousand emotions cross his brother's face. 

"It's...it's..." Chester stammered in reply. "It's a sentinel robot. A red-eyed sentinel 

robot!" 

"But I thought they'd all been either destroyed or packed off to the future, with their 

metaphysical tails between their metaphorical legs!" Miles exclaimed. Then, more 

thoughtfully, he added: "What's it doing?" 



Chester strained to see from an alternative angle... 

 

"It seems to be operating some sort of power transfer device." He said nervously. "And 

I'm not entirely certain it has complete control over it." 

Then, annoyingly, Chester lost control of the scanner. Instead of showing events inside 

the duplicate museum, now the view shifted to... 

 

...the proper museum. And when the view shifted to the interior, Chester was surprised 

to see the two former zombies, Vic and Bob, running gaily upon the Wide Blue Yonder 

with their weightlifter girlfriends, Mandy and Candy... 



 

Moments later he stood stock still in astonishment as... 

 

...the surface of the Wide Blue Yonder became fluid. 

"Oh Vic," Mandy squealed loudly above the strange sounds of sub-atomic fabric 

contorting beneath massive temporal pressures, "what's happening, dearest?" 

"I think," Vic yelled back as they began to run to the perceived safety of the nearby 

storage area... 



 

..."that time is being effected on a localised level." 

"What?" Bob exclaimed, "Like time shards breaking off of the temporal core, you 

mean?" 

"Er, yes, I suppose I am." Vic replied. 

"Is that safe?" Candy asked reasonably enough. 

"I'm no temporal engineer." Vic replied, "But at an educated guess I'd say almost 

certainly not. Run: run really fast!" 

Seconds later Chester released a sigh of relief as the foursome made it to the sanctuary 

of some high octane petrol storage tanks... 

 

Concerned for the safety of the entire museum, Miles had Buttox recalibrate the 

scanner so that they could all look at several more locations. Locations such as the main 

thoroughfare... 



 

...along which strolled Anton Twerp and the subterranean siblings, Cray-Zee and Gray-

Vee. 

"So," Gray-Vee asked, "were these burglars that you caught really handsome?" 

Anton didn't really want to answer what could be such an incendiary question. 

"I don't really want to answer what could be such an incendiary question." He replied. 

"People might question my taste in burglars. And, as an artist, I can't afford to be 

questioned upon my taste on any subject." 

Cray-Zee was about to suggest that Anton stop being a 'big Nancy', and act like a male 

earplug, when suddenly... 

 

...Anton was surprised to find himself standing outside the fish and chip shop. What was 

doubly surprising was the fact that it was closed. Surprise piled upon surprise as he 

witnessed the Jaundice Family hurry by, en route to the exit... 



 

"But...but..." Anton said to himself, "...this happened several days ago. I must have 

gone back in time and occupied my earlier body! What could do that? Time shards, 

perhaps?" 

Then, just as suddenly, Anton was back where (and when) he belonged... 

 

"I think," the humbled artist said to the siblings who hadn't realised that he'd 

disappeared until he returned, "that we - and by using the term 'we' I actually mean the 

museum - are in heap big kaka!" 

But that wasn't all... 



 

Some recent arrivals at the museum had decided to visit the Fort Balderdash exhibit. 

They were in the process of traversing the fake desert, when... 

 

...they walked straight into another time shard that transported them to an era in which 

this particular display depicted an ice age. 

"Yeech." The visitor with a thin blouse yelped. "Where did that bitter wind come 

from?" 



Of course none of them recognized the event for what it was, and expected the climate 

control computer to kick in. But, after a few minutes of arctic weather... 

 

...the group huddled together for mutual warmth. 

"Just don't touch me, Brian." One of them said. "You have sweaty palms, a greasy 

moustache, and foul breath." 

But, of course, the computer didn't respond, and help didn't come quite as quickly as 

they would have hoped for, and before much longer they had slumped into... 

 

...unconsciousness. 

But even more remarkably, the time shards appeared to spread out in all directions like 

a four-dimensional pebble thrown into the lake of infinity.  The town, in which 



Erroneous Bosche and Hellfire McWilliams had elevated burglary to an art form, stood 

in the grip of winter... 

 

But, as the ripples of time shards reached beyond the walls of the Museum of Future 

Technology, that same town was plunged into deepest summer... 

 

...and a confused populace were pleased as punch because they could turn off their 

central heating systems. 

Elsewhere other earplugs were less pleased. A young couple were really annoyed when 

the nudist camp in which they were frolicking naked became snowed in... 



 

And Big Purp, who was holidaying upon some equatorial salt flats... 

 

...discovered that he was fairly adept at skating. 

But even more remarkably, those same waves stretched out through the cosmos, where 

they interacted with the Ice Planet. Marnus Pongfinger, Uda Spritzer, and several other 

self-important members of the ruling elite were out and about discussing an extension to 

the subterranean city... 



 

The snow storm through which they waded was rudely interrupted by an abrupt bout 

of... 

 

...brilliant sunshine and a tropical heat wave that originated, either in the planet's 

distant past, or some unknowable future. 

"Heck!" Marnus exploded. "At this rate we'll have to make an extension to a submarine 

city!" 



But most remarkably of all was the fact that the waves reached as far as Weird Space - 

and the planet Scroton... 

 

...where a group of boy scouts became frozen to their camp fire log seats. 

 

"No! No!" The Scout Master wailed. "We'll all get piles!" 

But, incredibly, Weird Space wasn't the limit for the time shard effect. Oh-no. It passed 

clean through the multiverse - that being every dimension in which the universe exists. 

Into dimensions so different from the quantum reality in which the Museum of Future 

Technology existed that an earplug would have gone insanely mad, just tying his shoe 



laces, or trying to find a toilet roll holder, in it. A place inhabited by beings beyond an 

earplug's imagination... 

 

...who said: "Ugh? What the heck was that? Did some vile person break inter-

dimensional wind?" 

It even made direct contact with the Overrealm... 

 

...the very place in which... 



 

...the Supreme Being spent his time-off, and who squinted and pursed his lips 

questioningly at the intrusion. 

"What are those poxy earplugs up to now?" He grumbled in a pleasant baritone. "Little 

squishy amorphous sods!" 

And for poor Yu-Wah Pong... 

 



...life was about to get very confusing. There she was - strolling down a Down ramp in 

the Museum of Future Technology - on her way to work in Mister Pong's Exotic Food 

Restaurant, when this happened... 

 

She became instantaneously obese - and duly fell over because of the incredible increase 

in her overall mass, which quickly overwhelmed her legs ability to hold her up. 

"Oh-oh." She said to herself as she lay upon her back, looking up at the distant ceiling. 

"I haven't been this big since before I met my boyfriend, Rudi Earplug. This is going to 

take some thinking about." 

So, with great effort, she used the handrail to haul herself back to her feet... 

 

"Time travel." She continued her verbal appraisal of her situation. "It's the only 

explanation that makes sense. Hopefully the time line will right itself momentarily. If 

not I'll have to use my knowledge of future sporting events to amass a vast fortune." 

Almost immediately... 



 

...she realised that she was once again lithe and moderately attractive. 

"Bum." She grunted, as she continued upon her way... 

 

..."I suppose I'll have to knock up that batch of egg foo yung after all. I was really 

looking forward to owning a private jet!" 

Chapter 7 

Naturally Cushions Smethwyke witnessed all of this aboard the genuine Omnipresent 

Scanner... 



 

She quickly realized that the time for watching was over: now it was time to act. But in 

what form should her act present itself? She was low on options, and knew it. It was 

pointless convening a meeting of curators: it would take too long, and their ideas 

wouldn't be worth a Plugmutt's arse anyway. She had to face up to the fact that there 

was, unfortunately, only one course of action open to her: she would have to use the 

museum's metaphorical 'Get Out of Jail Free' card. She would have to plunder the 

(almost) mythological Secret Cache of Wondrous Things. To this end she summoned the 

museum's only available heroes - Rudi and Valentine – and the curators Winston 

Gloryhole; Barcode Betty; and Pinky Stinkerton. Together they made best speed for the 

underbelly of the vest emporium of futuristic anomalies... 

 

...in which Cushions had hidden the Secret Cache... 

 



"Here it is." She said as they arrived at the locked door of a disused Ladies toilet. "I lost 

the key when I moved apartments." She added. "Rudi, you and Valentine will have to 

force your way in." 

Well naturally both Earplug Brothers gave it their best shot... 

 

...but they were easily defeated by a force field that Cushions was unaware of. 

"That's a bugger." She said. "We have to get inside. Any ideas?" 

 

They tried smiling at it, and asking to be allowed in. They even said please. But it did no 

good. They also raged, but were still barred entry... 



 

"We'll put out a general call for assistance." Pinky Stinkerton suggested. 

"Of course, you brilliant genius, Pinky." Barcode Betty gushed. "Someone in this huge 

edifice must be at least half-way adept at slipping through force fields without too much 

trouble." 

Valentine recalled Nature Beast's particular talent for bludgeoning his way through 

force fields, but sadly he was in hospital with a nasty complaint that no one wanted to 

talk about. 

Meanwhile Anton Twerp was overseeing his fabulous gallery... 

 

Visitors were marvelling at his wooden sculpture, 'Zombie Chairs'. He was about to 

step in and fish for compliments, when an announcement on the public address system 

caught his ear... 



 

"This is Cushions Smethwyke." Cushions' voice echoed around the vaulted gallery. 

"The museum in is dreadful danger - again. We have a force field that we must simply 

get through if we are to save the day - again. If you know anyone who is really good at 

breaking into things, please contact myself, or Rudi and Valentine, instantaneously. 

Speed is of the essence. We will be available at the three futuristic lavatories for the next 

ten minutes. Please hurry. No time wasters please." 

Anton wasn't keen to react, despite the fact that he'd just thought of the perfect 

earplugs for the job. Fortunately for the continued existence of the museum, one of his 

admirers promised to buy him a cream bun... 

 



...and threatened to show some black and white pictures of his bum to his parents, if he 

didn't do 'the right thing'. So three minutes later, as Valentine was using the latest sit-

down facility at the futuristic public lavatory... 

 

...Anton arrived at a quick march. 

"When you've done," the artist said without preamble, "I think I know someone that's 

perfect for the task at hand." 

Ten seconds later... 

 



"I wasn't actually having a Number Two." Valentine explained. "I was just taking the 

weight off my feet, resting my eyes, and keeping my facial muscles supple by contorting 

my visage, man. In no way was I excreting. So who is this guy you wanna rap about?" 

Anton handed Valentine two prison raps sheets. 

"Take a look at these." He urged. 

So Valentine complied... 

 

"Meet Erroneous Bosche." Anton continued. "The Sloshed Antlers I.D reads Galvaston 

Seawinds; but that was just an alias. He never told the warden his real name. Likewise 

his sidekick... 

 



...isn't called Henry Toadturd at all. He is, in fact, none other than Hellfire 

McWilliams." 

"That name doesn't mean squat to me." Valentine confessed. "Why's he so special? 

How can he help get us past a force field? But most important of all - where are these 

guys right now?" 

"Locked away in a place that exists within my fertile imagination." Anton replied - 

Valentine thought 'rather cryptically'. "Wanna go there and fetch them both? 

Time was critically short. Valentine didn't hesitate for a second. So two seconds later... 

 

...they discovered Erroneous and Hellfire in conversation with two accidental captives of 

Twerpland - Mister Pong and Bronson Caks, who had both fallen through a crack 

between realities when they'd tried to grab themselves a free ice cream cone when the 

ice cream cone seller was distracted by an enormous Mastodon tusk that hit her on the 

head when the region of the museum, in which her ice-cream van stood, momentarily 

existed in an ice cave from the distant past. 

"You want out of here, huh?" Anton addressed the two burglars. "That aint gonna 

happen unless you agree to perform a little act for me. And if you refuse, life here is 

gonna get a whole lot worse. Like this... 

 



...Can you dig it?" 

"What sort of act?" Hellfire inquired. 

"Shut up, Hellfire." Erroneous snapped at his partner. To Anton he said: Whatever it 

is, we'll do it. I can't stand it here:  there's no one to rob: I have no underpants: and it's 

so damned cold!" 

So it was a happy band of earplugs... 

 

...that departed Anton Twerp's personal bubble universe. 

A short while later... 

 



...Mister Pong invited Bronson Caks to join him for some of his daughter's delicious egg 

foo yung; whilst Erroneous and Hellfire were led away in the opposite direction. Then... 

 

...it was on with the task. 

"You want what?" An incredulous Hellfire blurted. "We're burglars: not directed 

energy manipulation engineers. It can't be done!" 

Cushions noticed that Erroneous remained silent - his eyes staring blindly into some 

invisible realm. "Mister Bosche?" She queried. 

"Maybe it can." He said quietly. 

It took a few moments almost-silent conversation between the captive burglars before 

they turned their attention to the sealed portal that would not allow ingress to the 

abandoned lavatory... 

 



But rather than lean against it with malice - as Rudi and Valentine had - Erroneous and 

Hellfire began feeling around the door frame with sensitive fingers.  

"Can you detect the energy field?" Erroneous inquired. 

It took a few seconds of deep concentration before Hellfire felt sufficiently confident to 

reply in the affirmative: 

"It makes my bum wobble." He said. 

This made Valentine smile because he'd just noticed a tremour run through Hellfire's 

buttocks, and he'd  been slightly concerned that the nere-do-well was about to have an 

aromatic accident in his trousers.  

So had Cushions: "Thank flip for that!" She blurted - heedless of the need for the 

deepest form of earplug concentration - if there was to be any chance for Erroneous to 

complete the task. 

"Insinuate your own energy field into it." Erroneous instructed Hellfire. "Do it slowly. 

Try to imagine that you're feeling the tumblers of an extremely sensitive combination 

lock in a most exquisite modern bank vault." 

"Or tying my pyjama trouser string one-handed behind my back, in the dark, with an 

oompah band playing loudly in my ear?" Hellfire asked. 

"Indeed, compadre." Erroneous replied. "Then, when you feel that the two fields have 

combined fully, grasp them with mental fingers of steel - and pull." 

A split second later... 

 

...the door - or rather the appearance of one - ceased to exist. 



"There you go." Erroneous said. "Do we go free now?" 

"Not just yet." Cushions replied. "Not until we find you've done something worth 

doing. If that thing proves to be bleeding useless, you two go back in the slammer." 

 

So it was as very hopeful Erroneous Bosche who stood staring into the Secret Cache. 

"Pretty light." Hellfire observed. "It reminds me of the port navigation light on my 

dad's trawler. I much preferred the port light: the starboard light was red, and made 

him look like a demon from hell." 

This news was fascinating; but not half as fascinating as the appearance of something 

moving inside the Secret Cache of Wondrous Things... 

 

"There's something moving inside the cache!" Valentine yelled excitedly. 



"That's right, bro." Rudi added his support. "And it's almost exactly fifty per cent 

more interesting than Hellfire's tale of his dad's trawler navigation lights!" 

"Can anyone see what it is? Is it fully clothed?" Cushions screamed shrilly. "Does it 

have a full set of dentures?" 

Erroneous was about to confirm this last enquiry, when suddenly, and without warning, 

the backlighting... 

 

...turned golden in hue.  

Rudi's heart skipped a beat. There was something terribly significant about that 

particular colour: he just didn't know what it was. Then, equally suddenly, he did, 

because... 

 



... the golden Magnuss appeared in the entrance. 

"Rudi." He said gleefully. "Valentine. What the heck am I doing here?" 

Everyone was flabbergasted, and lost for words. So Magnuss stepped out of the 

doorway... 

 

...and explained that he was about to dock his flying saucer with the K T Woo, when, in 

the blink of an eye, he was somewhere else entirely. Somewhere formless and without 

physical structure. 

"It didn't have a toilet either." He added. "So I'm doubly pleased to be back in the good 

old Museum of Future Technology."  

Chapter 8 

Once Magnuss had gotten the problem of a perturbed bladder out of the way, he turned 

his vast reservoir of skill, knowledge, and divine intellect, to the problem of the time 

shard-created museum. 

"Well the way I see it, guys," he said, "is that the false museum cannot be allowed to 

exist. Shutting down its half of the connection to Nul-space won't be enough to bring all 

these time-shards back together. I know this to be true because I was abducted from my 

flying saucer, and then drawn through time and space to the Secret Cache of Wondrous 

Things. If that experience has taught me anything, it's that I'm right. The Angel with a 

Huge Nose once told me that I'm a saint - literally. Obviously space-time couldn't 

operate if it's saints were fallible, or just plain wrong - and since it does work - if 

mysteriously at times - I figure I'm right about this theory too. So, what I'm saying is..." 

Ten minutes later Rudi and Valentine were standing together in intense concentration... 



 

In fact they were concentrating on making a telepathic connection with the distant 

Miles and Chester so hard that they went all boss-eyed. Although he was busy doing 

other stuff, like telling the curators what to do, Magnuss realised that accurate 

communication over such a vast distance would be problematic at best; so he joined his 

brothers... 

 

...hoping that his added brain power would help bridge the gap. Although it was 

physically demanding, soon Miles and Chester became entranced... 

 



And when the telepathic message became comprehensible, they told Buttox and the 

others all about it. Thereafter they made their way to the switch room... 

 

...with the intention of shutting down the false Nul-space generator. But this act was 

fraught with danger - at least as far as those few temporary inhabitants of the false 

museum were concerned. Time was their great enemy: they had all washed their filthy 

underwear, and were waiting for it to dry. Departing a rapidly cooling museum without 

their caks on was unthinkable, and akin to slow suicide. So they needed an alternative 

power source: and this power source came in the form of an ancient artefact that 

resided in the bowels of the museum... 

 

...and it was Zak and Bolah's job to get the diesel engine up and running pretty damn 

quick. 

"I hope there's fuel in that tank." Zak said nervously. "But even if there is, how do we 

know it's volatile? Maybe time-shard stuff doesn't work. If that's the case, we're 

stuffed." 

"Optimism, Zak, honey." Bolah replied. "It can work wonders." 

Meanwhile, further up the mountain, two of the four monks that manned the outpost at 

the head of the gorge that led to Lemon Stone - those being Brother Gilman Imp and 

Dilbert Chunder - were engaged upon an act, which they hoped would result in the 



freeing of their imprisoned fellow monks, Brother Hugo Bernstoast and Brother Austin 

Quango... 

 

They were, in fact, about to break into the vestibule that housed the Holy Sniper Rifle. 

As they did so, Zak and Bolah set to work on the diesel engine... 

 

"There are a few litres of fuel in here." Zak grumbled. "Enough to keep it running for a 

half-hour maybe. If you can get it started, of course." 

In Lemon Stone, Dilbert and Gilman were less pessimistic... 

 



They'd managed to circumvent the security length of string that was stretched across 

the door to trip unwelcome visitors, and now regarded the Holy Sniper Rifle. Well 

Dilbert did: Gilman was too busy watching the door. 

In the false museum, Zak and Bolah were also meeting with success... 

 

The ancient generator engine chugged into smoky life. And what's more, Dilbert and 

Gilman were matching that high level of success... 

 

They were running off with the Holy Sniper Rifle. 

Zak and Bolah were running off too - to meet with the others... 



 

A short while later Buttox was leading them into the lower reaches, to find the insane 

Sentinel Robot... 

 

Quickly they followed some loud crunching noises - to the infamous press in which (long 

ago) the popular (but exasperated) actor, Brian Blasted, had tried to squash the former 

zombie clone, Magginess... 

 

In this case, the former revenge-mad robot was smashing up as many chairs as it could 

find, which proved, pretty conclusively, that it was totally crackers. 

Well, the one good aspect of mechanised life-forms that have lost their marbles is that 

they are mentally malleable and open to persuasion. It took only a few sharp words 

barked loudly, and a kick up the cybernetic backside, to get the red-eyed Sentinel Robot 



to respond to verbal commands. So, rather than patrol the faux museum with revenge 

solely upon its mind... 

 

Now the insipid pale robot became putty in Buttox Barkingwell's hands. It followed 

obediently, and in silence, as the group returned to the upper levels... 

 

Neither of the three former monastery dwellers had any history with Sentinel Robots: 

but Miles had supplied a pocket history, and it was obvious to all three of them that 

they couldn't leave such a potentially dangerous being behind when they evacuated the 

building: it could louse up all their plans by turning on the power again. So they decided 

to do something really mean. To this end they handed it over to the 'care' of the Earplug 

twins... 

 



...who told their latest acquisition that it needed to use the toilet. Naturally the gaga 

robot was only too pleased to accompany them. In fact not a single internal alarm bell 

rang inside its robotic cranium, even when it was presented with... 

 

...the door to the outside world. In fact it couldn't care less - and didn't care less that it 

couldn't care less. Chester did, though... 

 

...when the vicious cold of the exterior air met, and overwhelmed, the diesel engine 

generator's feeble efforts. In fact he very nearly... 

 



...froze his butt off. 

"Cripes, Miles," he managed through lips that had been all but sealed by the bitter 

cold, "help me get this big wally out the door - before I'm frozen to the spot." 

Miles was only too keen to get the door closed again: he too suffered terribly in 

conditions that were somewhere south of room temperature. So he didn't hesitate to 

lend a helping hand; and within seconds... 

 

...the machine, formerly known as Red-Eye, found itself outside the Museum for the 

first time since it had been a member of an invading army of superior robots from the 

future, two years in the past. 

"Ugh?" It said to itself as the chill air cooled its over-heated cybernetic brain, and a 

degree of sentience returned. 

Then it began hammering upon the door... 

 

But it wasn't quite as sentient as it thought it was, because it said nothing that might 

persuade the earplugs on the opposite side of the door to re-open it. 



"You pathetic fleshy pink things: let me back in." It roared. "Or I'll shove my left hand 

crossflow sub-trunnion right up your nose!" 

But after a half-hour of increasingly aggressive threats, Red-Eye gave up and shuffled 

away from the museum outbuilding... 

 

"I didn't like that dump anyway." It grumbled to itself. 

Then, as the freezing conditions worsened... 

 

...a thought lodged in Red-Eye's electronic mind. 

"Wait just a darned minute." It blurted into a rising breeze. "I've just realised what 

those dumb-ass earplugs were jabbering about. This isn't the proper museum. I'm not 

the proper vengeful Sentinel Robot. But I do have a new quest. No more revenge - at 

least for now: now I need to re-unite with my real self. Then, together, we will wrest 

control of the Museum of Future Technology from those ghastly rubber beings. This I 

swear." 



But little did the false Red-Eye know, but inside the proper museum... 

 

...K'plank discovered the real Red-Eye going through his garbage, and shot it. He then 

carried the remains to Brian Blasted's press, and crushed them. 

Something of this event must have filtered into Red-Eye's consciousness, because... 

 

...realisation dawned upon the robot. It would never re-unite with itself. It would never 

rule the museum. And it would never complete its mission. So it de-activated itself, and 

froze solid upon the spot. 

Chapter 9 

Obviously no one gave a fig what happened to Red-Eye: they had more important issues 

to accommodate... 



 

"Right then," Miles said as he led the temporary inhabitants of the (soon to be former) 

Museum of Future Technology towards the exit. "Does everyone have their thermal 

vest, woolly socks, and fur-lined underpants on?" 

He met with a chorus of affirmation. 

"I found a leotard in the Ladies changing room." Buttox said as she waltzed along 

behind the twins. "One can never have enough layers - that's what they say in the 

monastery. So I put it on top of everything else. I hope I don't look too alluring." 

Zak and Bolah concurred. "It's always cold in the monastery - even in high summer. I 

always kept a potty beneath the bed." Bolah confessed. "I couldn't use the toilet at 

night: the frost froze the toilet lid in the closed position - and we weren't allowed to 

leave it in the up position: rats could get in through the sewage system otherwise." 

Little could be said in response to this, and soon the group of intrepid earplugs stood 

outside of the annex. They looked up at the mountain with trepidation in their hearts... 

 



Except Chester, who was the only person there who knew of a shallow route to the 

sanctuary of Lemon Stone, far above them. 

"Follow me." He said as the snow continued to fall gently. "I've been using the Internet 

to good effect." 

So before long... 

 

...they were making good progress across some undulating countryside. 

Because Chester knew of a short cut, the cold was yet to impinge upon the group's 

psyche too intensely by the time that they... 

 

...approached the scree field, up which they would need to scramble... 



 

Several of them were most unimpressed, and they openly questioned why the leadership 

of Lemon Stone had never installed either a ski-lift, cog railway, cable car, or supplied 

some very low-geared bicycles. 

"Skin flints." Zak complained. 

"Tight wads." Bolah added. 

"Big pants." Buttox growled angrily. 

But all words were abandoned once they started the slog upwards... 

 

As the air became more and more rarefied, exhaustion threatened to end their quest. 

But eventually... 



 

...Buttox spotted their destination... 

 

 



"About bloody time." She grumbled. "Now let's get inside and introduce ourselves to 

the new boss." 

By chance, the 'new boss', Mister Zinc, was taking the evening air with his biological 

android girlfriend, Blue... 

 

"What's wrong, darling Zincipoo?" Blue enquired when her delusional beau became 

silent, slightly moody, and reticent to elucidate his inner turmoil. 

"This Father Superior stuff isn't half as satisfying as I thought it would be." Zinc 

confessed. "And it's a bit boring too." 

Blue was about to author some banal and pathetic response, when this happened... 

 

"Ye Gods."  Zinc blurted uncharacteristically. "You've been targeted by the Angelic 

Targeting Laser that sits atop the Holy Sniper Rifle!" 



Mister Zinc wasn't particularly surprised when... 

 

...the targeting laser shifted its aim. He tried to remain philosophical... 

 

"I think someone is dropping an enormous hint, Blue. I also think I should react 

accordingly." 

So when Chester, Miles, and all the others arrived, they found Mister Zinc open to 

persuasion... 



 

"Yeah, of course you can stay here until morning. Stay here as long as you like." He 

responded to their request for lodgings. "You can join the order, for all I care. Find 

your way to the kitchens, why don't you. Just don't expect Blue to do the cooking: 

We've got bigger concerns to worry about right now." 

He then informed the attentive earplugs of the recent incident with the Angelic Laser 

Light... 

 

...which Zak and Bolah both knew was utterly bogus, and who whispered this 

information to the heroic duo. 

Zinc then called all the monks of the Order of the Holey Vest to listen to his words... 



 

Of course Dilbert and Gilman were among the crowd. They'd only just arrived in time, 

after hiding the Holy Sniper Rifle behind a low stone wall in the cemetery. They 

smirked because they had a pretty good idea what was coming. 

 

"Monk guys." Zinc called out. "I got a call from a higher order. Ya know what I mean? 

It's time I took a hike. I just aint quite figured out the direction I should go yet." 

Naturally Dilbert and Gilman couldn't help themselves: They offered to show him... 

 



Equally naturally everyone was thrilled, especially Chester and Miles, who knew what a 

lousy git and a silicone turd Zinc was... 

 

"Off you go, then." Chester said, unable to disguise his broad smile. "I'm sure they 

have somewhere lovely in mind for you." 

So, reluctantly, but glad to escape with his life, Zinc allowed himself to be led away... 

 

...to the Sentinel Tower at the head of the gorge. 

"A lick of paint." Blue said with false enthusiasm. "Some nice floral wallpaper perhaps. 

I'm sure we can make it very homely. And it will give your life purpose. Just imagine 

meeting all those travellers who find their way to Lemon Stone. It'll be thrilling. I can't 

wait." 

Zinc shrugged his shoulders. "Can you find the front door through all these snow 

drifts?" He asked. 



Of course Blue could: she was very good at it. She had several diplomas to prove it... 

 

So, as Mister Zinc looked out over the rocky mountainous vistas, he released a 

melancholic sigh, and wondered what was happening, at that precise moment, in the 

Museum of Future Technology... 

 

He figured that it was a whole lot more fun than living in a sentinel tower. And he was 

right... 

 

The End – until Natural Selection 
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